Outline Outline
Entropy Rate : Entropy Rate : uncertainty remaining in the uncertainty remaining in the next information produced given knowledge of next information produced given knowledge of the past the past measure of predictability measure of predictability : length of the shortest string that does not appear in the i previous symbolŝ Note 2 : with standard C rand() function and sample size = 10000, ĥ SM = 2.77
Preprocessing the data (1/2) Preprocessing the data (1/2)
Log ratio between closing prices: r t = ln( Up to a lag 100, there are on average 6 autocorrelations outside the 99% confidence bands for the lowest entropy stocks versus 2 for the highest entropy stocks Results: high entropy stocks Results: high entropy stocks GP net profits LT net profits GP>LT? LT>GP?
GP is always profitable
LT is never better than GP (at a 95% confidence level)
GP outperforms LT 2 times out of 5 (at a 95% confidence level)
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Results: low entropy stocks Results: low entropy stocks GP net profits LT net profits GP>LT? LT>GP?
GP is never better than LT (at a 95% confidence level)
LT outperforms GP 2 times out of 5 (at a 95% confidence level) Experiments needed with stocks less Experiments needed with stocks less similar than the ones from NYSE US 100 similar than the ones from NYSE US 100
Predictability tells us about the existence Predictability tells us about the existence of temporal patterns of temporal patterns --but how easy / but how easy / difficult to discover them ?? difficult to discover them ??
